Case Study:
Kids Toys & Fashion Retailer
Supporting store teams in the midst Covid-19

Our collaboration with the SimpliField team is very strong.
Today the app has totally upped our game and has become
central in our daily operations.
Retail Coordination Director @ International Kids Toys & Fashion Retailer

About
Our client is a ready-to-wear fashion and toys retailer for children. The group counts 5 international brands.
In 2019, the brand chose SimpliField to digitize its operations, thus allowing its teams to gain in visibility and agility by
eliminating ineﬀicient manual procedures and improving internal communications.
This case study demonstrates how SimpliField enables this established retailer to eﬀectively respond to the
Covid-19 crisis today and presents concrete results for both HQ and store teams.

Challenge
How to support store teams in the midst of Covid-19?

Solution
Regional Directors and store teams become the heart of the
Covid-19 reopening strategy.

Result
A safe, optimized and eﬀicient reopening of all retail
locations thanks to reinforced management processes.

Challenge
How to support field teams in the midst of Covid-19?
The SimpliField solution was already successfully implemented in 430 stores in France, Switzerland
and the USA. Loyal to the application, HQ and field teams communicated and digitized all
information using SimpliField.

However, with all retail locations subject to diﬀerent conditions due to Covid-19, our
client needed to respond appropriately to eﬀectively reopen each and every store.

▪

The impossibility of conducting in-person store visits limited the ability to communicate and share
information, impeding precise and agile field monitoring.

▪

Regional Directors could not guarantee compliance to new government norms, nor make sure
these were correctly implemented at all times.

▪

Store directors were preoccupied with the eﬀicacy of managing the reopening of stores from afar.

Solution

Regional Directors and store teams become the heart of the
Covid-19 reopening strategy.
With the SimpliField solution, the brand was able to set up 3 new measures to support its
teams and optimize every step of the reopening of stores.

1

Daily Pre-Reopening Checklists prepared store teams a week ahead of reopening. All the needs and

2

A quick daily, then weekly, Covid Checklist reminded of compliance to sanity norms in stores. Thanks

3

The NewsFeed served as a complimentary animation tool to share news and reminders. This

fundamentals of reopening (logistics, stock, HR…) were communicated and verified using the app.

to the completion functionality, Regional Directors can identify and contact stores which aren’t
following the procedure.

functionality lies at the heart of operations and centralizes all communications, even going as far as
replacing emails.

HQ and store teams can now easily share the knowledge essential to tackle the new
health and safety norms - in real time and in one place.

Result
A safe, optimized and eﬀicient reopening of all store locations.
Increased visibility
Teams were empowered thanks to shared communication and training on the app.
Employees were prepared and supported to comply to new Covid-19 norms and sales
methods (including click-and-collect).

Instant communication
Collecting and filtering information from store teams was essential to tackle the

With SimpliField, our teams are
more eﬀicient, more productive,
and better able to focus on
delivering a great customer
experience.
Retail Coordination Director

lack of visibility. With strict procedures in place, Regional Directors are now able to
access consolidated and reliable informations thanks to real-time data.

Eﬀicient decision-making
HQ gained access to constant field insights thanks to reports and the Dashboard,
and can therefore quickly update strategies specific to each store.

The ultimate all-in-one, fully integrated
mobile platform for retail operations,
communications, workflow automation,
and advanced performance analytics.

Thanks !
Contact us for a custom demo

Benjamin Zenou - CEO & Founder
+1 917 478 7450
benjamin.zenou@simplifield.com

